ProFlex calculates a hydrogen-bond dilution profile (1). To calculate the profile, the protein's hydrogen bonds are broken one by one, from weakest to strongest (according to the potential energy formula described below), and the constraint counting algorithm is run after each bond is broken. This simulates incremental thermal denaturation of the structure, as the calculated temperature rises and hydrogen bonds weaker than the current energy level are broken. The protein commonly appears as a single large rigid region when the simulated temperature is low and weak hydrogen bonds and salt bridges are included. The structure then gradually breaks into two or more rigid regions (often corresponding to the known native state), before going through a cooperative phase transition to a completely flexible chain as the simulated temperature rises (2). Hydrophobic interactions are maintained throughout the process, as their strength actually increases somewhat with modest increases in temperature (3). There is no single energy level that corresponds to the native state of all proteins, in terms of rigid and flexible regions. This may result from the different experimental conditions and force fields under which protein structures are determined. Because our goal is to analyze flexibility on a global scale, e.g., between domains, we analyze proteins at an energy level in which the structure contains at least two rigid domains of substantial size (20 or more residues). This typically occurs when the protein has just relaxed from a single large rigid cluster into two clusters. Rigid clusters of at least 20 residues typically correspond to supra-secondary structures (e.g., two packed helices, rather than one long helix), while smaller rigid clusters do not. This choice of energy level for analysis has been shown to predict internal regions of flexibility and hinge residues well (4). Defining the energy level effectively defines the set of hydrogen bonds and salt bridges to include as non-covalent interactions (constraints), which are then used by ProFlex to evaluate the relative flexibility of different regions in the protein by using a constraint-counting approach as described in (5).
There is no single energy level that corresponds to the native state of all proteins, in terms of rigid and flexible regions. This may result from the different experimental conditions and force fields under which protein structures are determined. Because our goal is to analyze flexibility on a global scale, e.g., between domains, we analyze proteins at an energy level in which the structure contains at least two rigid domains of substantial size (20 or more residues). This typically occurs when the protein has just relaxed from a single large rigid cluster into two clusters. Rigid clusters of at least 20 residues typically correspond to supra-secondary structures (e.g., two packed helices, rather than one long helix), while smaller rigid clusters do not. This choice of energy level for analysis has been shown to predict internal regions of flexibility and hinge residues well (4) . Defining the energy level effectively defines the set of hydrogen bonds and salt bridges to include as non-covalent interactions (constraints), which are then used by ProFlex to evaluate the relative flexibility of different regions in the protein by using a constraint-counting approach as described in (5) .
All ProFlex input crystal structures have hydrogen atom positions added prior to beginning the method in order to identify hydrogen bonds and salt bridges with good geometry and favorable energy. Hydrogen atom positions and partial charges (for salt bridge identification) were assigned using WhatIf (version 6) for protein and water atoms and InsightII with CVFF parameters for heme groups. This method selects positions for hydrogen atoms that optimize the energetic favorability of the resulting hydrogen-bond network. WhatIf considers bond lengths of all possible donor-acceptor, donorhydrogen, and hydrogen-acceptor atoms and the bond angle between the proton donor-hydrogen-acceptor to maximize the number of hydrogen bonds with an input structure. Protonatable groups with fixed geometry become protonated 1.0 Å from the donor atom, while in donor groups with rotational degrees of freedom (e.g., terminal protons on a hydroxyl or lysine side chain), the hydrogen is placed 1.0 Å from the donor atom at all low energy conformations and in the acceptor atom's plane. The configuration is kept that maximizes the number of resulting hydrogen bonds and salt bridges. ProFlex calculates hydrogen bond energies by:
where R is the donor to acceptor atom distance, θ is the donor-hydrogen-acceptor atom angle, φ is the hydrogen-acceptor-acceptor bonded atom angle, and γ is the out of plane angle created with sp2 hybridization (5) . ProFlex identifies and ranks all hydrogen bonds in terms of energy using the above formula, with more negative values reflecting stronger, more favorable interactions. The hydrogen bond dilution profile (Supporting Figure 1) is used visualize the change in flexibility upon successive removal of the weakest hydrogen bonds, thereby estimating thermal denaturation.
Supporting Tables
Supporting Table 1 High resolution two and four subunit structures from R. sphaeroides, P. denitrificans, and T. thermophilus were selected for flexibility and low energy motion analysis using ProFlex and elNémo. For the R. sphaeroides structures, one biological unit was selected from each unit cell, with chain identifiers A and B for two-subunit structures or A-D for four-subunit structures. The P. denitrificans structure was studied in the absence of the co-crystallized antibody F v fragment, using subunits I and II (chain identifiers A and B). The three-subunit T. thermophilus structure (chains A, B, and C), analogous to the RsCcO and PdCcO two-subunit structures, was also studied. All analyzed structures are in the oxidized state except for the two-subunit reduced RsCcO structure. For PDB structural references, please see the citation section at the end of this document. The oxidized and reduced structures of RsCcO are substantially similar, as they were solved using the same method by the same research group (6-7). The generation of reduced crystals was accomplished by soaking oxidized crystals in a stabilizing solution, which included 10mM sodium dithionite, prior to flash cooling and data collection. The reduced structure shows significant displacement of the heme a 3 porphyrin ring and farnesyl tail, movement of subunit I helix VIII, which contains critical K-pathway residues, and the resolution of additional K-pathway water molecules (7) . Analyses of these structures using ProFlex and elNémo methods are considerably similar despite the slight loss of resolution for the reduced structure. To directly compare low energy motions of membrane proteins, we have analyzed a G-protein coupled receptor: the β 2 adenergic receptor, the α-helical KcsA potassium channel, and a β-barrel transporter protein: the voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC). These proteins were selected as they represent diverse integral membrane proteins, have available crystal structures of similar resolution to that of the analyzed CcO structures, and have been studied in terms of conformational change or dynamics required for function. The low energy motions generated by elNémo are given as relative amplitudes in the direction of maximum displacement for a given frequency or normal mode. The amplitudes are automatically normalized relative to an arbitrarily specified maximum displacement, only relative values can be analyzed within a given structure and cannot be compared between simulations done for different proteins. However, it is possible to compare the percentage of atoms with significant motion in a given protein at a given frequency, called the "collectivity" in elNémo literature (14) . Values approaching 1.0 signify global motion of the entire protein, while values approaching 0.0 signify localized motion. In the two lowest energy modes, modes 7 and 8, the percentage of atoms displaced in CcO is consistent with those of the KscA potassium channel and VDAC with about 50% of atoms being significantly displaced. The additional mobility of β 2 adrenergic receptor (71% of atoms displaced in the mode 7) may be due to the protein sampling of active protein conformations in the absence of agonists (11) . As the frequencies of CcO are internally normalized, the motions observed in a given frequency cannot be compared directly to the rate of oxygen access or proton pumping. However, normal mode analysis of ion channels have observed biological main-chain conformational changes occurring on the millisecond timescale (15) (16) (17) (18) . Observed CcO motions in the current elNémo analysis may also occur on the millisecond timescale, consistent with the protein's reaction cycle.
Supporting

Supporting Table 5 (next page). Relative magnitudes of helix tilting, elongation, and internal conformational change were measured by comparing the two extreme structural snapshots from the trajectory for each of the three lowest-frequency elNémo modes. In order to measure helical tilt angles, each helix was represented by two line segments connecting the Cα at each helix end with the central most stationary residue in the helix. Stationary residues and mean displacement <R 2 > are defined as in the elNémo section of the Methods. Helical tilting was measured by the minimum angle change of the helix on either side of the membrane, to offset the additional angular effect of bending in some helices. Internal conformational changes were measured by calculating the root mean squared displacement (RMSD) of the helix Cα's between the extreme conformations in each mode. Helical length change was determined as the difference in distance between the helix terminal Cα's between the extreme conformations. Measurements deviating by more than one standard deviation above or below the mean value for all helices appear in boldface are indicated by "^" or "v", respectively, whereas "^^" or "vv" indicates two standard deviations above/below the mean. 
Supporting Figures
Supporting Figure 1 : Dependence of CcO flexibility on thermal energy increase, analyzed by ProFlex hydrogen bond dilution profiles. These profiles indicate the rigid and flexible regions of the protein backbone by residue number along the x-axis, with change in energy along the y-axis. At the top of the y-axis, the energy is 0 kcal/mol, descending to increasingly negative values (corresponding to thermal energy), at which only the strongest hydrogen bonds and salt bridges remain. Flexible regions appear as thin gray lines along the x-axis, while each mutually rigid region of main chain appears as a colored bar; different colors represent independently rigid regions. For each energy at which the protein becomes more flexible, a new line (representing the new rigid decomposition) is drawn in the profile. Here, the ProFlex hydrogen bond dilution profile of the reduced RsCcO crystal structure (PDB entry 3FYE (7)) is depicted. ProFlex comparisons between different bacterial structures in the Results are based upon selecting the thermal energy for each at which the second largest rigid cluster (shown in yellow bars) is maximal in size (number of atoms). (6)) is composed of a rigid core of helices I-VI, X-XII and the subunit II β-sheet domain. Helices VII-VIII surrounding the K-pathway show the greatest transmembrane flexibility, with central hinges connecting stable helical ends which can undergo rigid-body motion. The cytochrome c interaction site and subunit I and II C-termini are the most flexible regions outside the membrane. (C and D) At higher but still moderate energy (-4.248 kcal/mol), all helices except for those nearest the heme groups (II, VI, and X) attain significant flexibility, while the β-sheet domain remains barely stable. (E and F) At the highest sampled energy (-7.645 kcal/mol), RsCcO becomes a flexibly coupled structure surrounding the heme groups.
Supporting
Supporting Figure 5 (next page): RsCcO, β 2 adrenergic receptor, KcsA potassium channel, and VDAC residue displacement. Structural details for input structures can be found in Supporting Table  3 . Displacements of residue in modes 7 (panels A, E, I, and M), 8 (panels B, F, J, and N), and 9 (panels C, G, K, and O) are colored spectrally, where blue is the most stationary and red is the most displaced. To compare these results to CcO displacements (Manuscript Figure 4A) , the most mobile and least mobile residues in the three lowest energy modes were defined (panels D, H, L, and P). Three or more consecutive residues undergoing displacement of one standard deviation above or below the average displacement in the three lowest energy modes are colored orange and blue, respectively, while three or more consecutive residues undergoing displacements greater than two standard deviations above the average are colored red. Table 3 ). The proteins are represented as ribbon diagrams and colored by degree of rigidity, from blue for highly rigid regions, to gray for barely rigid regions, to red for highly flexible regions.
Supporting Animations
ElNémo low-energy motions about the equilibrium conformation of CcO (PDB entry 2GSM (6)). These animations cycle through the 11 conformational snapshots saved for each of the three lowestfrequency normal modes, centered on the crystallographic conformation. Subunits I and II are depicted as green and cyan ribbons, respectively, while heme cofactors are represented as magenta tubes.
Regions of the protein are highlighted. The highly flexible subunit I C-terminus is colored red, the pontoon helix is colored orange, the interfacially coupled regions of subunits I and II (helix VII-VIII loop, the ends of helix IX and subunit II helices I-II, and the subunit II β-strand) are colored yellow, the subunit I helix III-IV loop is in dark cyan, the K-pathway is colored blue with critical residues shown in sticks, and the D-pathway is represented in dark purple with critical residues shown in stick diagram. The animation can be viewed in a media player such as QuickTime that reads .mov files. To view the cycle of motions more than once, select the "loop back and forth" option located under the View or Movie menu.
Movie 1:
The lowest frequency internal motions, corresponding to mode 7, show counter-rotational twisting on the interior and exterior of the membrane. The protein located near the inside of the membrane rotates about an axis perpendicular to the membrane plane, whereas on the outside of the membrane, the protein rotates about an axis tilted by ~30º, parallel to the subunit II β-strands.
Movie 2:
The next lowest-frequency mode, 8, involves counter-rotational motions of CcO on each side of the membrane about an axis perpendicular to the membrane plane.
Movie 3:
The third lowest-frequency mode, 9, shows a C-clamp-like compression and expansion of subunits I and II, in which the pontoon helix near the outside membrane surface of the protein approaches the subunit I C-terminus on the inside of the protein.
